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("ABORTION" OR "applicant, ABORTION" OR "applicants, ABORTION" OR "center, ABORTION" OR "centers, ABORTION" OR "clinic, ABORTION" OR "clinics, ABORTION" OR "criminal ABORTION" OR "illegal ABORTION" OR "induced ABORTION" OR "legal ABORTION" OR "seeker, ABORTION" OR "seeker, refused ABORTION" OR "seeker, repeated ABORTION" OR "seekers, ABORTION" OR "seekers, refused ABORTION" OR "seekers, repeated ABORTION" OR "ABORTION (induced)" OR "porcine epidemic ABORTION and respiratory syndrome" OR "ABORTION applicant" OR "ABORTION applicants" OR "ABORTION center" OR "ABORTION centers" OR "ABORTION clinic" OR "ABORTION clinics" OR "ABORTION on demand" OR "refused ABORTION seeker" OR "repeated ABORTION seeker", OR "ABORTION seeker, refused" OR "ABORTION seeker, repeated" OR "ABORTION seekers" OR "refused ABORTION seekers" OR "repeated ABORTION seekers" OR "ABORTION seekers, refused" OR "ABORTION seekers, repeated" OR "ABORTION, criminal" OR "ABORTION, drug induced" OR "ABORTION, drug-induced" OR "ABORTION, illegal" OR "ABORTION, incomplete" OR "ABORTION, legal" OR "MISOPROSTOL" or "MIFEPRISTONE" or "agents, ABORTIFACIENT" or "agents, non-steroidal ABORTIFACIENT" or "agents, nonsteroidal ABORTIFACIENT" or "agents, steroidal ABORTIFACIENT" or "ABORTIFACIENT agents" or "non-steroidal ABORTIFACIENT agents" or "steroidal ABORTIFACIENT agents" or "ABORTIFACIENT agents, non steroidal" or "ABORTIFACIENT agents, non-steroidal" or "ABORTIFACIENT agents, steroidal" or "ABORTIFACIENTs" or "steroid ABORTIFACIENTs" or "ABORTIFACIENTs, steroid"

[Subject descriptor] and "CLINICAL TRIAL" or "CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIAL" or "RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL" [Publication type] (17)